Two important topics in deep learning both involve incorporating humans into the modeling process: Model priors transfer information from humans to a model by constraining the model's parameters; Model attributions transfer information from a model to humans by explaining the model's behavior. We propose connecting these topics with attribution priors † , which allow humans to use the common language of attributions to enforce prior expectations about a model's behavior during training. We develop a differentiable axiomatic feature attribution method called expected gradients and show how to directly regularize these attributions during training. We demonstrate the broad applicability of attribution priors (Ω) by presenting three distinct examples that regularize models to behave more intuitively in three different domains: 1) on image data, Ω pixel encourages models to have piecewise smooth attribution maps; 2) on gene expression data, Ω graph encourages models to treat functionally related genes similarly; 3) on a health care dataset, Ω sparse encourages models to rely on fewer features. In all three domains, attribution priors produce models with more intuitive behavior and better generalization performance by encoding constraints that would otherwise be very difficult to encode using standard model priors.
Introduction
number to the input feature that represents how important the input feature was for making the prediction. Previous literature about such methods has focused on the axioms they should satisfy [18, 37, 35, 6] , and how attribution methods can give us insight into model behavior [19, 20, 29, 41] . These methods can be an effective way of revealing problems in a model or a dataset. For example, a model may place too much importance on undesirable features, rely on many features when sparsity is desired, or be sensitive to high frequency noise (e.g. over pixels). In such cases, we often have a prior belief about how a model should treat input features, but for neural networks it can be difficult to mathematically encode this prior in terms of the original model parameters.
Ross et al. [26] introduce the idea of regularizing explanations in order to build models that both perform well and agree with domain knowledge. Given a binary variable indicating whether each feature should or should not be important for predicting on each sample in the dataset, their method penalizes input gradients of unimportant features. However, two drawbacks limit the method's applicability to real-world problems. First, using gradients to determine feature importance suffers from problems like saturation and thresholding [33] . Second, it is often difficult to specify which features should be important in a binary manner.
More recent work has stressed that incorporating intuitive, human priors will be necessary for developing robust and interpretable models. Ilyas et al. [13] discuss how classifiers exploit nonintuitive features, and conclude that it is unreasonable to expect classifiers to behave in a way that is meaningful to humans without explicitly encoding such behavior into the model. Still, it remains challenging to encode meaningful, human priors like "have smoother attribution maps" or "treat this group of features similarly" by penalizing the input gradients or the parameters of a model.
In this work, we propose a new method for encoding abstract priors, called attribution priors, in which we directly regularize feature attributions of a model during training. We demonstrate that we can encode meaningful domain knowledge as differentiable functions of feature attributions. Furthermore, we introduce a novel feature attribution method -expected gradients -which is an extension of integrated gradients [37] that is naturally suited to being regularized under an attribution prior and avoids hyper-parameter choices required by previous methods. Using attribution priors, we build improved deep models for three different prediction tasks. On images, we use our framework to train a deep model that is more interpretable and generalizes better to noisy data by encouraging the model to have piecewise smooth attribution maps over pixels. On gene expression data, we show how to both reduce prediction error and better capture biological signal by encouraging similarity among gene expression features using a graph prior. Finally, on a patient mortality prediction task, we develop a sparser model and improve performance when learning from limited training data by encouraging a skewed distribution of the feature attributions.
Attribution Priors
In this section, we formally define the notion of an attribution prior, and give three different example priors for different data types. Let X ∈ R n×p denote a training dataset with labels y ∈ R o , where n is the number of samples, p is the number of features, and o is the number of outputs. For some model parameters θ, let Φ(θ, X) be a feature attribution method, which is a function of θ and the data X. Let φ i be the feature importance of feature i in sample . In standard deep learning we aim to find optimal parameters θ by minimizing loss, subject to a regularization term Ω (θ) on the parameters: θ = argmin θ L(θ; X, y) + λ Ω (θ).
Given a feature attribution method Φ(θ, X), we formally define an attribution prior as a scalarvalued penalty function of the feature attributions, Ω(Φ(θ, X)), which represents a prior probability distribution over possible attributions (see 2.1-2.3 and Supplement for details). When learning our model, we optimize with respect to both training loss and the attribution prior: θ = argmin θ L(θ; X, y) + λΩ(Φ(θ, X)), where λ is the regularization strength. We can define different attribution priors for different tasks depending on the data and our domain knowledge. The attribution prior function Ω is agnostic to the attribution method Φ. While in Section 3 we propose a feature attribution method for attribution priors, other attribution methods can also be used. In particular, by viewing input gradients as explanations, attribution priors are a generalization of existing gradient-based penalties [16, 26, 40, 14, 27] .
To demonstrate how attribution priors can capture human intuition in a variety of domains, below we define and apply three example priors for three different data types.
Pixel Attribution Prior for Image Classification
Prior work on interpreting image models has focused on creating pixel attribution maps, which assign a numerical value to each pixel indicating how important that pixel was for a model's prediction [31, 37] . These attribution maps can be noisy and often highlight seemingly unimportant pixels in the background. Such attributions can be difficult to understand, and may indicate that an image model is vulnerable to adversarial attacks [25] . Although we may desire a model with smoother attributions, existing methods only post-process attribution maps and do not change model behavior [34, 31, 9] . Such techniques may not be faithful to the original model [13] . In this section, we describe how to apply our framework to train image models with naturally smoother attributions.
To regularize pixel-level attributions, we use the following intuition: neighboring pixels should have a similar impact on an image model's output. To encode this intuition, we apply a total variation loss on pixel-level attributions as follows [4] :
where φ i,j is the attribution for the i, j-th pixel in the -th training image. Including the λ scale factor, this penalty is equivalent to placing a Laplace(0, λ −1 ) prior on the differences between adjacent pixel attributions. For further details, see [1] and the Supplement.
Graph Attribution Prior for Gene Expression Data
In the image domain, our attribution prior took the form of a penalty encouraging smoothness over adjacent pixels. In other domains, we may have prior information about specific relationships between features that can be encoded as an arbitrary graph (such as social networks, knowledge graphs, or protein-protein interactions). For example, prior work in bioinformatics has shown that proteinprotein interaction networks contain valuable information that can be used to improve performance on biological prediction tasks [5] . These networks can be represented as a weighted, undirected graph. Formally, say we have a weighted adjacency matrix W ∈ R p×p + for an undirected graph, where the entries encode our prior belief about the pairwise similarity of the importances between two features. For a biological network, W i,j encodes either the probability or strength of interaction between the i-th and j-th genes (or proteins). We can encourage similarity along graph edges by penalizing the squared Euclidean distance between each pair of feature attributions in proportion to how similar we believe them to be. Using the graph Laplacian (L G = D − W ), where D is the diagonal degree matrix of the weighted graph this becomes:
In this case, we choose to penalize global rather than local feature attributions. So we defineφ i to be the importance of feature i across all samples in our data set, where this global attribution is calculated as the average magnitude of the feature attribution across all samples:
, Ω graph is equivalent to placing a Normal(0, λ −1 ) prior on the differences between attributions for features that are adjacent in the graph. We refer the reader to [1] and the Supplement for details.
Sparsity Attribution Prior for Feature Selection
Feature selection and sparsity are popular ways to alleviate the curse of dimensionality, facilitate model interpretability, and improve generalization performance by building models that rely only on a small number of input features. One of the most straightforward ways to build a sparse deep model is to apply an L1 penalty to the first layer (and possibly subsequent layers) of the network. This can be extended in the sparse group lasso (SGL) to penalize all weights connected to a given feature [8, 30] . Another method, as in Ross et al. [24] , is to penalize the model's input gradients.
These approaches suffer from two problems: First, a feature with small first-layer weights or input gradients may still strongly affect the model's output [33] . A feature whose attribution value (e.g., integrated or expected gradient) is zero, on the other hand, is much less likely to have any affect on predictions. Second, successfully minimizing the L1 or SGL penalty is not necessarily the best way to create a sparse model. A model that puts weight w on 1 feature is penalized more than one that puts weight w 2p on each of p features. Prior work on sparse linear regression has shown that the Gini coefficient G of the weights, defined as 0.5 minus the area under the CDF of sorted values, avoids such problems and corresponds more directly to a sparse model [12, 42] . We extend this analysis to deep models by noting that the Gini coefficient can be written differentiably. Thus we can use it to develop an attribution penalty based on the global feature attributionsφ i :
This is similar to the total variation penalty Ω image , but normalized and with a flipped sign to encourage differences. The corresponding attribution prior is maximized when global attributions are zero for all but one feature, and minimized when attributions are uniform across features.
Expected Gradients
Here we propose a feature attribution method, called expected gradients, and describe why it is a natural choice for attribution priors. Expected gradients is an extension of integrated gradients [37] with fewer hyperparameter choices. Like several other attribution methods, integrated gradients aims to explain the difference between a model's current prediction and the prediction that model would make when given a baseline input. This baseline input is meant to represent some uninformative reference input; that is, it represents not knowing the value of the input features. Although the choice is necessary for several feature attribution methods [37, 33, 3] , the choice is often made arbitrarily. For example, in image tasks, the image of all zeros is often chosen as a baseline, but doing so implies that black pixels will not be highlighted as important by existing feature attribution methods. In many domains, it is not clear how to choose a baseline that correctly represents a lack of information.
Our method avoids an arbitrary choice of baseline by modeling not knowing the value of a feature by integrating over a dataset. For a model f , the integrated gradients value for feature i is defined as:
where x is the target input and x is baseline input. To avoid specifying x , we define the expected gradients value for feature i as:
where D is the underlying data distribution. Since expected gradients is also a diagonal path method, it satisfies the same axioms as integrated gradients [10] . Directly integrating over the training distribution is intractable; so we instead reformulate the integrals as expectations:
This expectation-based formulation lends itself to a natural sampling based approximation method: draw samples of x from the training dataset and α from U (0, 1), compute the value inside the expectation for each sample, and average over samples. In our datasets, we can get reliable attributions using around 200 samples (see Supplement), similar to integrated gradients [37] .
Training with expected gradients: If we let the attribution function Φ in our attribution prior Ω(Φ(θ, X)) be expected gradients, this would appear computationally expensive. Computing a good approximation during training may require computing potentially hundreds of extra gradient calls every training step, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Ordinarily, this would make training with such attributions intractable. However, we observe that most deep learning models today are trained using some variant of batch gradient descent, in which the gradient of a loss function is approximated over many training steps using mini-batches of data. We can use a batch training procedure to approximate expected gradients over the training procedure as well. During training, we let k be the number of samples we draw to compute expected gradients for each mini-batch of data. Remarkably, we find that as small as k = 1 suffices to regularize the explanations, which corresponds to only one additional gradient call per training step. More details about how we train with respect to the attribution term can be found in the Supplement.
Experiments
We first evaluate expected gradients by comparing it with other feature attribution methods on 18 benchmarks introduced in Lundberg et al. [21] (Table 1) . These benchmark metrics aim to evaluate how well each attribution method finds the most important features for a given dataset and model. For all metrics, a larger number corresponds to a better feature attribution method. Expected gradients significantly outperforms the next best feature attribution method (p = 7.2 × 10 −5
, one-tailed Binomial test). We provide more details on the metrics, and also additional benchmark results for a second dataset in the Supplement.
A Pixel Attribution Prior Improves Robustness to Image Noise
We apply our Ω pixel attribution prior to the MNIST dataset [16] . We train a CNN model with two convolutional layers and a single hidden layer. We search over λ values logarithmically spaced in the range [10 −20 , 10 −8 ], and plot both test accuracy and total variation of attributions as a function of λ in Figure 1 . The figure demonstrates that we can achieve equivalent test accuracy (99.55% for the baseline model vs. 99.52% for the regularized model) while making attribution maps on test images smoother. The figure also depicts the attribution maps for the baseline and the regularized model at λ = 5 × 10
. The regularized attribution maps more clearly highlight the digit.
Recent work in understanding image classifiers has suggested that they are brittle to small domain shifts: small changes in the underlying distribution of the training and test set, such as from data cleaning procedures, can result in significant drops in test accuracy [23] . To simulate such a domain shift, we randomly set a fraction of pixels in the test images to be 0 or 1 with equal probability and then re-evaluated both our regularized model and the baseline model. In Figure 1 , we plot both the result and an example image at each noise level. The plot shows that our regularized model better generalizes to a shift in the underlying data distribution at every noise level. In particular, at 10% pixel noise, a level which is still easily read by humans, the baseline model drops below 50% accuracy, while our regularized model maintains an accuracy above 90%.
For more details on our training procedures and architectures, as well as more examples of attribution maps and experiments on the ImageNet dataset [28] , please refer to the Supplement. (blue call-out box) for the true output class. Red pixels contribute positively to the true class, while blue pixels contribute negatively. Right: A plot of our model at λ = 5 × 10
vs. the baseline model predicting on progressively noisier test images. Models with smooth attributions generalize better to noise.
A Graph Attribution Prior Improves Anti-Cancer Drug Response Prediction
In this section, we show how incorporating the Ω graph attribution prior not only leads to a model with more reasonable attributions, but also improves predictive performance by allowing us to incorporate prior biological knowledge into the training process. We downloaded publicly available gene expression and drug response data for patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML, a type of blood cancer) and tried to predict patients' drug response from their gene expression [38] . For this regression task, an input sample was a patient's gene expression profile plus a one-hot encoded vector indicating which drug was tested in that patient, while the label we tried to predict was drug response (measured by IC50 -the concentration of the drug required to kill half of the patient's tumor cells). To define the graph used by our prior we downloaded the tissue-specific gene interaction graph for the tissue most closely related to AML in the HumanBase database [11] .
We find that a two-layer neural network trained with our graph attribution prior (Ω graph ) significantly outperforms all other methods in terms of test set performance as measured by R 2 ( Figure 2 ). Unsuprisingly, when we replace the biological graph from HumanBase with a randomized graph, we find that the test performance is no better than the performance of a neural network trained without any attribution prior. We also observe significantly improved test performance when using the prior graph information to regularize a linear LASSO model. Finally, we note that our graph attribution prior neural network significantly outperforms a recent method for utilizing graph information in deep neural networks, graph convolutional neural networks [15] .
To see if our model's attributions match biological intuition we conducted Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (a modified Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) to see if our top genes, as ranked by mean absolute feature attribution, were enriched for membership in any pathways (see the Supplement for more details, including the top pathways for each model) [36] . We see that the neural network with the tissue-specific graph attribution prior captures significantly more biologically-relevant pathways (increased number of significant pathways after FDR correction using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure) than a neural network without attribution priors (See Figure 2) [2] . Furthermore, the pathways used by the model with the graph attribution prior more closely match with biological expert knowledge -pathways included prognostically useful AML gene expression profiles, as well as important AML-related transcription factors (see Figure 2 and Supplement) [17, 39] . 
A Sparsity Prior Improves Performance with Limited Training Data
Here, we show that the Ω sparse attribution prior can build sparser models that perform significantly better in settings with limited training data. We use a publicly available healthcare mortality prediction dataset of 13,000 patients [22] , where each of the 36 features (119 after one-hot encoding) represent medical data such as a patient's age, vital signs, and laboratory measurements. The outcome is a binary label indicating survival after 10 years. Sparse models in this setting may reduce cost by accurately risk-stratifying patients using fewer lab tests, or may enable accurate models to be trained with very few labeled patient samples. We build 3-layer binary classifier neural networks regularized using L1, sparse group lasso (SGL) and sparse attribution prior penalties to predict patient survival. The regularization strength was determined by a broad sweep (from 10 −10 to 10 3 for all methods) followed by a fine sweep in the area of lowest loss (see Supplement for details).
We plot the sparsity of the model (Gini coefficient) against its test ROC-AUC score for a range of regularization strengths ( Figure 3 ). While all models can achieve an ROC-AUC of 0.85, the sparse attribution prior attains substantially higher sparsity at this performance point (Figure 3 top left). We also plot the cumulative importance of features (sorted in increasing order) for the best performing models -those closest to the top right of the scatterplot (ROC-AUC=1, Gini=1). The resulting curves show that the sparse attribution prior is much more effective at concentrating importance in the top few features (Figure 3 top right). We also show this sparsity enables better predictions when little training data is available by training on a subsample of the data with n = 100 for train and validation sets (Figure 3 bottom). To address randomness in subsampling and random starting, we train 100 models of each type on 34 random subsamples of the data and plot average test performance of the top 10 models on each subsample. The sparse attribution prior attains higher ROC-AUC scores than unregularized (p = 1.66 × 10
, T = 4.09), and SGL-regularized (p = 0.0266, T = 2.32) models by paired-samples T -test on all replicates.
Related Work
There have been many previous attribution methods proposed for deep learning models [18, 3, 33, 37] . We specifically chose to extend integrated gradients because it was easily differentiable and comes with axiomatic justification [37] .
Training with gradient penalties has also been discussed by existing literature. Drucker and Le Cun [7] introduced the idea of regularizing the magnitude of input gradients in order to improve generalization performance on digit classification. Since then, gradient regularization has been used extensively as an adversarial defense mechanism in order to minimize changes to network outputs over small perturbations of the input [14, 40, 27] . Ross and Doshi-Velez [25] gradient-based training for adversarial purposes and network interpretability. Ilyas et al. [13] formally describe how the phenomena of adversarial examples may arise due to features that are predictive yet non-intuitive, and stress the need to incorporate human intuition into the training process if we expect models to behave according to such intuition.
There is very little previous work on actually incorporating feature attribution methods into training. Sen et al. [32] formally describe the problem of classifiers having unexpected behavior on inputs not seen in the training distribution, like those generated by asking whether a prediction would change if a particular feature value changed. They describe an active learning algorithm that updates a model based on points generated from a counter-factual distribution. Their work differs from ours in that they use feature attributions to generate counter-factual examples, but do not directly penalize the attributions themselves. Ross et al. [26] introduce the idea of training models to have correct explanations, not just good performance. Their method differs from ours in that they use input gradients rather than more modern axiomatically based attribution methods. Their method also differs from ours in that their regularization penalty is binary: it is limited to only encouraging individual features to either be or not be important, and does not consider interactions between attributions.
In the context of image attributions, there has been a line of work in generating sharper and more interpretable attribution maps. Smilkov et al. [34] develop a method for generating sharper attribution maps for image classification networks that works on top of methods like integrated gradients. Selvaraju et al. [31] propose a method based on back-propagating gradients from an output logit corresponding to the class of interest that achieves sharp, localized visualizations. Fong and Vedaldi [9] design an algorithm to learn a map of which pixels, when perturbed, most change the output of a classifier. All of these methods generate smooth attribution maps. However, they do not change the training procedure, meaning the underlying model being explained may still suffer from problems like placing too much importance on individual pixels.
Discussion
The immense popularity of deep learning has driven its application in a wide range of domains. Each of these domains, be it image analysis, biology, or healthcare, involves different types of potentially complicated prior knowledge. While it is in principle possible to hand-design network architectures to encode this prior knowledge, we propose a simpler approach. Using attribution priors, any knowledge that can be encoded as a differentiable function of feature attributions can be used to encourage a model to act in a particular way in a particular domain.
By introducing expected gradients, we demonstrate an axiomatically based feature attribution method that enables the natural integration of attribution priors into stochastic gradient descent. Expected gradients also removes the choice of a single reference value that many existing feature attribution methods require, instead using the training distribution as a reference.
Training with expected gradients allows us to improve model performance by encoding prior knowledge across several different domains. This leads to smoother and more interpretable image models, biological predictive models that incorporate graph-based prior knowledge, and sparser health care models that can perform better in data-scarce scenarios. Attribution priors provide a broadly applicable framework for encoding domain knowledge, and we believe they will be valuable across a wide array of domains in the future.
Learning Explainable Models using Attribution Priors -Supplement 1 Training with Attributions
Normally, training with a penalty on any function of the gradients would require solving a differential equation. To avoid this, we adopt a double back-propagation scheme in which the gradients are first calculated with respect to the training loss, and alternately calculated with the loss with respect to the attributions [25, 3] . In Tensorflow, we accomplish this with two different training operations: one to minimize the training loss, and one to minimize the loss with repsect to the attributions [1] .
Our attribution method, expected gradients, requires background reference samples to be drawn from the training data. More specifically, for each input in a batch of inputs, we need k additional inputs to calculate expected gradients for that input batch. As long as k is smaller than the batch size, we can avoid any additional data reading by re-using the same batch of input data as a reference batch, as in Zhang et al. [26] . We accomplish this by shifting the batch of input k times, such that each input in the batch uses k other inputs from the batch as its reference values.
Corresponding priors
In this section, we elaborate on the explicit form of the attribution priors used in the paper. In general, minimizing the error of a model corresponds to maximizing the likelihood of the data under a generative model consisting of the learned model plus parametric noise. For example, minimizing mean squared error in a regression task corresponds to maximizing the likelihood of the data under the learned model, assuming Gaussian-distributed errors.
An additive regularization term is equivalent to adding a multiplicative (independent) prior to yield a maximum a posteriori estimate: Image prior: Our image prior uses a total variation penalty, which has been well-studied.
It has been shown in Bardsley [2] that this penalty is equivalent to placing 0-mean, iid, Laplacedistributed priors on the differences between adjacent pixel values. That is, φ i+1,j − φ i,j ∼ Laplace(0, λ −1 ) and φ i,j+1 − φ i,j ∼ Laplace(0, λ −1 ). Bardsley [2] does not call our penalty "total variation", but it is in fact the widely used anisotropic version of total variation, and is directly implemented in Tensorflow [1, 9, 18] .
Graph prior: The graph prior extends the image prior to arbitrary graphs:
Just as the image penalty is equivalent to placing a Laplace prior on adjacent pixels in a regular graph, the graph penalty Ω graph is equivalent to placing a Gaussian prior on adjacent features in an arbitrary graph with Laplacian L G [2] .
Sparsity prior: Our sparsity prior uses the Gini coefficient as a penalty, which is written
By taking exponentials of this function, we find that minimizing the sparsity regularizer is equivalent to maximizing likelihood under a prior proportional to the following:
To our knowledge, this prior does not directly correspond to a named distribution. However, we can note that its maximum value occurs when oneφ i is 1 and all others are 0, as well as that its minimum occurs when allφ i are equal.
3 Benchmarking Expected Gradients
Sampling convergence
Since expected gradients reformulates feature attribution as an expected value over two distributions (where background samples x are drawn from the data distribution and the linear interpolation parameter α is drawn from U (0, 1)), we wanted to ensure that we are drawing an adequate number of background samples for convergence of our attributions when benchmarking the performance of our attribution method. Since our benchmarking code was run on the Correlated Groups 60 synthetic dataset, as a baseline we explain all 1000 samples of this data sampling the full dataset (1000 samples) as background samples. To assess convergence to the attributions attained at this number of samples, we measure the mean absolute difference between the attribution matrices resulting from different numbers of background samples (see Figure 1) . We empirically find that our attributions are well-converged by the time 100-200 background samples are drawn. Therefore, for the rest of our benchmarking experiments, we used 200 as the number of background samples.
Benchmark evaluation metrics
To compare the performance of expected gradients with other feature attribution methods, we used the benchmark metrics proposed in Lundberg et al. [10] . These metrics were selected as they are comprehensive of a variety of recent approaches to evaluating feature importance estimates. For example, the Keep Positive Mask metric (KPM) is used to test how well an attribution method can find the features that lead to the greatest increase in the model's output. This metric progressively removes features by masking with their mean value, in order from least positive impact on model output to most positive impact on model output, as ranked by the attibution method being evaluated. As more features are masked, the model's output is decreased, creating a curve. The KPM metric measures the area under this curve (larger area corresponds to better attribution method). In addition to the KPM metric, 17 other similar metrics (e.g. Remove Absolute Resample, Keep Negative Impute, etc.) were used (see supplementary material of Lundberg et al. [10] for more details on benchmark metrics). For all of these metrics, a larger number corresponds to a better attribution method. In addition to finding that Expected Gradients outperforms all other attribution methods on nearly all metrics tested for the dataset shown in Table 1 in the main text (the synthetic Correlated Groups 60 dataset proposed in Lundberg et al. [10] ), we also tested all 18 metrics on another dataset proposed in the same paper (Independent Linear 60) and find that Expected Gradients is chosen as the best method by all metrics in that case as well (see Table 1 ). The Independent Linear 60 dataset is comprised of 60 features, where each feature is a 0-mean, unit variance gaussian random variable plus gaussian noise, and the label to predict is a linear function of these features. The Correlated Groups 60 dataset is essentially the same, but now certain groups of 3 features have 0.99 correlation. For attribution methods to compare,we considered expected gradients (as described in the main text), integrated gradients (as described in Sundararajan et al. [22] ), inputs × gradients (where the attribution for each feature for each sample is the input gradient times the value of that feature in the given sample), gradients, and random.
Expected Gradients on ImageNet
One unfortunate consequence of choosing an arbitrary baseline point for methods like integrated gradients is that the baseline point by definition is unimportant. That is, if a user chooses the constant black image as the baseline input, then purely black pixels will not be highlighted as important by integrated gradients. This is true for any constant baseline input. Since expected gradients integrates over a dataset as its baseline input, it avoids forcing a particular pixel value to be unimportant. To demonstrate this, we use the inception v4 network trained on the ImageNet 2012 challenge [23, 16] . We restore pre-trained weights from the Tensorflow Slim library [19] . In Figure 2 , we plot attribution maps of both expected gradients and integrated gradients as well as raw gradients and gradients multiplied by input. Here, we use the constant black image as a baseline input for integrated gradients. For both attribution methods, we use 200 sample/interpolation points. The figure demonstrates that integrated gradients fails to highlight black pixels.
MNIST Experiments

Experimental Setup
On MNIST, we train a CNN with two convolutional layers and a single hidden layer. The convolutional layers have 5x5 filters, a stride length of 1, and 32 and 64 filters total, respectively. Each convolutional layer is followed by a max pooling layer of size 2 with stride length 2. The hidden layer has 1024 units, and a dropout rate of 0.5 during training [21] . Dropout is turned off when calculating the gradients with respect to the attributions. We train with the ADAM optimizer with the default parameters (α = 0.001, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 10 −8
) [6] . We train with an initial learning rate of 0.0001, with an exponential decay 0.95 for every epoch, for a total of 60 epochs. We split the MNIST training set randomly into a training set of 45,000 images and 5,000 validation images. Every 500 batches, we evaluate the performance of the network on the validation set. At test time, we restore the model weights that achieved the highest validation performance. For all models, we train with a batch size of 50 images, and use k = 1 background reference sample per attribution while training. When training with attributions over images, we first normalize the per-pixel attribution maps by dividing by the standard deviation before computing the total variation -otherwise, the total variation can be made arbitrarily small without changing model predictions by scaling down the pixel attributions close to 0. 
Attribution Maps
In the main text, we plot attribution maps for 5 randomly selected test images for the output class corresponding to the label of the image. In Figure 3 , we plot the attribution maps for the same test images for all output classes for the baseline model, and in Figure 4 we do the same for the regularized model. Note that there are patterns that more clearly show up in the regularized attribution maps: for example, the parts of a "2" that contribute to output class "3", and the parts of a "0" that make it appear like a "6". λ Figure 5 : How smooth regularization impacts performance on a noisy test set. The figure shows that as we regularize models to be more smooth (larger λ), they tend to do worse on the original test set, but better when noise is introduced.
Generalization to Noise
In the main text, we plotted the the generalization performance of the baseline model and the regularized model at λ = 5 × 10
. Here, we include two more values in the curve of test performance vs. noise level, λ = 7 × 10 . For clarity, we omit other values of λ. The plot, in Figure 5 , demonstrates two trends. First: the more we regularize with λ, the more test performance on the original test set with no noise drops. Second, the same, smooth models that have lower accuracy on the original test set have higher accuracy on the noisy test set. In line with Ilyas et al. [5] , this suggests that highly-accurate image classifiers rely not only on features that are intuitive for humans (like the shape and orientation of the lines that make up the digits), but also other, less intuitive and high-frequency features that get corrupted with the introduction of noise.
ImageNet Experiments
In this section, we detail experiments performed on applying Ω pixel to classifiers trained on the ImageNet 2012 challenge [16] . We omit this section from the main text since, for computational reasons, the hyper-parameters chosen in this section may not necessarily be optimal.
Experimental Setup
We use the VGG16 architecture introduced by Simonyan and Zisserman [20] . For computational reasons, we do not train a model from scratch -instead, we fine-tune using pre-trained weights from the Tensorflow Slim package [19] . We fine-tune on the ImageNet 2012 training set using the original cross entropy loss function in addition to Ω pixel using asynchronous gradient updates with a batch size of 16 split across 4 Nvidia 1080 Ti GPUs. During fine-tuning, we use the same training procedure outlined by Silberman and Guadarrama [19] . This includes randomly cropping training images to 224 × 224 pixels, randomly flipping images horizontally, and normalizing each image to the same range. To optimize, we use gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.00001 and a momentum of 0.9. We use a weight decay of 0.0005, and set λ = 0.00001 for the first epoch of fine-tuning, and 
Results
We plot the attribution maps on images from the validation set using expected gradients for the original VGG16 weights (Baseline), as well as fine-tuned for 320,292 steps (Image Attribution Prior 1 Epoch) and fine-tuned for 382,951 steps, in which the last 60,000 steps were with twice the λ penalty (Image Attribution Prior 1.25 Epochs). Figure 6 demonstrates that fine-tuning using our penalty results in sharper and more interpretable image maps than the baseline network. In addition, we also plot the attribution maps generated by three other methods: integrated gradients (Figure 7) , gradients × inputs ( Figure 8 ) and raw input gradients ( Figure 9 ). Networks regularized with our attribution prior show more clear attribution maps using any of the above methods, which implies that the network is actually viewing pixels more smoothly, independent of the attribution method chosen.
We note that in practice, we observe similar trade-offs between test accuracy and interpretability/robustness mentioned in Ilyas et al. [5] . We show the validation performance of the VGG16 network before and after fine-tuning in Table 2 and observe that the validation accuracy does decrease. However, due to the computational cost even of fine-tuning on ImageNet, we did not perform a hyper-parameter search for the optimal learning rate or λ penalty. We anticipate that with more time and computational resources, we could achieve a better trade-off between interpretable attribution maps and test accuracy.
7 Biological experiments
RNA-seq preprocessing
To ensure a quality signal for prediction while removing noise and batch effects, it is necessary to carefully preprocess RNA-seq gene expression data. For the biological data experiments, RNA-seq were preprocessed as follows:
1. First, raw transcript counts were converted to fragments per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads (FPKM). FPKM is more reflective of the molar amount of a transcript in the original sample than raw counts, as it normalizes the counts for different RNA lengths and for the total number of reads [12] . FPKM is calculated as follows:
Where X i is the raw counts for a transcript, l i is the effective length of the transcript, and N is the total number of counts. 2. Next, we removed non-protein-coding transcripts from the dataset. 3. We removed transcripts that were not meaningfully observed in our dataset by dropping any transcript where > 70% measurements across all samples were equal to 0. 4. We log 2 transformed the data 5. We standardized each transcript across all samples, such that the mean for the transcript was equal to zero and the variance of the transcript was equal to one: Attribution Maps using Expected Gradients Figure 6 : Attribution maps generated by Expected Gradients on the VGG16 architecture before and after fine-tuning using an attribution prior.
where X i is the expression for a transcript, µ i is the mean expression of that transcript, and σ i is the standard deviation of that transcript across all samples.
6. Finally, we corrected for batch effects in the measurements using the ComBat tool available in the sva R package [8] .
Train / Validation / Test Set Allocation
To increase the number of samples in our dataset, we opted to use the identity of the drug being tested as a feature, rather than one of a number of possible output tasks in a multi-task prediction. This follows from prior literature on training neural networks to predict drug response [14] . This gave us 30,816 samples (covering 218 patients and 145 anti-cancer drugs). Defining a sample as a drug and a patient, however, meant we had to choose carefully how to stratify samples into our train, validation, and test sets. While it is perfectly legitimate in general to randomly stratify samples into these sets, we wanted to specifically focus on how well our model could learn trends from gene expression data that would generalize to novel patients. Therefore, we stratified samples at a patient-level rather than at the level of individual samples (e.g. no samples from any patient in the test set ever appeared in the training set). We split 20% of the total patients into a test set (6,155 samples), and then split 20% of the training data into a validation set for hyperparameter selection (4,709 samples). Attribution Maps using Integrated Gradients Figure 7 : Attribution maps generated by Integrated Gradients on the VGG16 architecture before and after fine-tuning using an attribution prior.
Model class implementations and hyperparameters tested LASSO:
We used the scikit-learn implementation of the LASSO [24, 13] . We tested a range of α parameters ranging from 10 −9 to 1, and found that the optimal value for α was 10 −2 by mean squared error on the validation set.
Graph LASSO: For our Graph LASSO we used the Adam optimizer in TensorFlow [1] , with a learning rate of 10
to optimize the following loss function:
Where w ∈ R d is the weights vector of our linear model and L G is the graph laplacian of our HumanBase network [4] . In particular, we downloaded the "Top Edges" version of the hematopoietic stem cell network, which is thresholded to only have non-zero values for pairwise interactions that have a posterior probability greater than 0.1. We used the value of λ selected as optimal in the regular LASSO model (10
, corresponds to the α parameter in scikit-learn), and then tuned over a range of ν values ranging from 10 −3 to 100. We found that a value of 10 was optimal according to MSE on the validation set. . All models attempted to optimize a least squares loss using the Adam optimizer, with learning rates again selected by hyperparameter tuning from 10 . Finally, we implemented an early stopping parameter of 20 rounds to select the number of epochs of training (training is stopped after no improvement on validation error for 20 epochs, and number of epochs is chosen based on optimal validation set error). We found the optimal architecture (chosen by lowest validation set error) had two hidden layers of size 512 and 256, an L1 penalty on the weights of 10 . We additionally found that 120 was the optimal number of training epochs.
Attribution prior neural networks: To apply our attribution prior to our neural networks, after tuning our networks to the optimal conditions described above, we added extra epochs of fine-tuning where we ran an alternating minimization of the following objectives:
Following Ross et al. [15] , we selected ν to be 100 so that the Ω graph term would be initially equal in magnitude to the least squares and L1 loss term. We found that 5 extra epochs of tuning were optimal by validation set error. We drew k = 10 background samples for our attributions. Attribution Maps using Gradients Figure 9 : Attribution maps generated by raw input gradients on the VGG16 architecture before and after fine-tuning using an attribution prior.
Graph convolutional networks:
We followed the implementation of graph convolution described in Kipf and Welling [7] . The architectures searched were as follows: in every network we first had a single graph convolutional layer (we were limited to one graph convolution layer due to memory constraints on each Nvidia GTX 1080-Ti GPU that we used), followed by two fully connected layers of sizes (512,256), sizes (512,128), or sizes (256,128). We tuned over a wide range of hyperparameters, including L2 penalties on the weights ranging from 10 , and dropout rates ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. We found the optimal hyperparameters based on validation set error were two hidden layers of size 512 and size 256, an L2 penalty on the weights of 10 , and a dropout rate of 0.6. We again used an early stopping parameter and found that 47 epochs was the optimal number.
Details on experimental results
Looking at the resultant R 2 for prediction, we see that using the graph prior improves predictive performance of a linear model compared to L1-regularization alone (Graph LASSO vs. LASSO). However, we are able to attain a similar degree of predictive performance simply by switching from a linear model to a neural network that does not use the prior graph information at all. Our best performing model was the neural network with graph attribution prior. We use a t-test to compare the R 2 attained from 10 independent retrainings of the neural network to the R 10 independent retrainings of the attribution prior model and find that predictive performance is significantly higher for the model with the graph attribution prior (p = 0.004696).
Since we added graph-regularization to our model by fine-tuning, we wanted to ensure that the improved performance did not simply come from the additional epochs of training without the attribution prior. We use a t-test to compare the R 2 attained from 10 independent retrainings of the regular neural network to the R 2 attained from 10 independent retrainings of the neural network with the same number of additional epochs that were optimal when adding the graph penalty (see Figure 10 ). We found no significant difference between the test error of these models (p = 0.7565).
To ensure that the increased performance in the attribution prior model was due to real biological information, we replaced the gene-interaction graph with a randomized graph (symmetric matrix with identical number of non-zero entries to the real graph, but entries placed in random positions). We then compared the R 2 attained from 10 independent retrainings of a neural network with no graph attribution prior to 10 independent retrainings of an neural network regularized with the random graph and found that test error was not significantly different between these two models (p = 0.5039).
We also compared to graph convolutional neural networks, and found that our network with a graph attribution prior outperformed the graph convolutional neural network (p = 0.0073).
To ensure that the models were learning the attribution metric we tried to optimize for, we compared the explanation graph penalty (φ T L Gφ ) between the unregularized and regularized models, and found that the graph penalty was on average nearly two orders of magnitude lower in the regularized models (see Figure 12) . We also examined the pathways that our top attributed genes were enriched for using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis and found that not only did our graph attribution prior model capture far more significant pathways, it also captured far more AML-relevant pathways (see Figure 11) . We defined AML-relevant by a query for the term "AML," as well as queries for AML-relevant transcription factors.
8 Sparsity experiments
Data Description
Our data for the sparsity experiments used data from the NHANES I survey [11] , and contained 36 variables (expanded to 119 features by one-hot encoding of categorical variables) gathered from 13,000 patients. The measurements include demographic information like age, sex, and BMI, as well as physiological measurements like blood, urine, and vital sign measurements. The prediction task is a binary classification of whether the patient was still alive (1) or not (0) 10 years after data were gathered. 
Data Processing
Data were mean-imputed and standardized so that each feature had 0 mean and unit variance. A fixed train/validation/test split of 7500/2500/3000 patients was used, with all hyperparameter tuning on the validation set and the test set used for final performance plots.
Model
We trained a range of neural networks to predict survival in the NHANES data. The architecture, nonlinearities, and training rounds were all held constant at values that performed well on an unregularized network, and the type and degree of regularization were varied. All models used ReLU activations and a 2-class softmax output; in addition, all models ran for 1000 batches of 90 samples, or 12 epochs, with an SGD optimizer with learning rate 1.0. 50 references per datum were used for expected gradients attributions in both training and evaluation. Regularizers: We tested a large array of regularizers. See 8.4 for details on how optimal regularization strength was found for each regularizer.
• Sparse Attribution Prior -Ω sparse as defined in the main text. After coarse parameter tuning, the optimal regularization strength was found to be λ ∈ [10 −2 , 10 0 ], which was the range used for the parameter sweep in the final plots. The best performing model in terms of performance and sparsity, as used in the feature importance distribution plot in the main text, used λ = 1.68 × 10 −1 .
• Mixed L1/Sparse Attribution Prior -Motivated by the observation that the Gini coefficient is normalized and only penalizes the relative distribution of global feature importances, we attempted adding an L1 penalty to ensure the attributions also remain small in an absolute sense. This did not result in improvements to overall performance, however. The optimal regularization range for the L1 expected gradients penalty was found to be λ ∈ [10 1 , 10 3 ], and the optimal range for the sparse attribution prior penalty was found to be λ ∈ [10 −2 , 10 0 ].
• Sparse Group Lasso -Rather than simply encouraging the weights of the first-layer matrix to be zero, the sparse group lasso also encourages entire columns of the matrix to shrink together by placing an L2 penalty on each column. As in Scardapane et al. [17] , we added a weighted sum of column-wise L2 norms to the L1 norm of the entire first-layer matrix, without tuning the relative contribution of the two norms (equal weight on both terms). We optimized the loss directly with SGD. The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 −4.7 , 10 • L1 First-Layer -In order to facilitate sparsity, we placed an L1 penalty on the input layer of the network. No regularization was placed on subsequent layers. The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 0.35 , 10 2.35 ]. The best model, as chosen for the main text feature importance distribution plot, used λ = 75.8
• L1 All Layers -This penalty places an L1 penalty on all matrix multiplies in the network (not just the first layer). The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 0.5 , 10 2.5 ].
• L1 Expected Gradients -This penalty penalizes the L1 norm of the vector of global feature attributions,φ i (analogous to how LASSO penalizes the weight vector in linear regression). The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 −0.5 , 10 0.5 ].
• L2 First-Layer -This penalty places an L2 penalty on the input layer of the network, with no regularization on subsequent layers. The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 −1 , 10 0.5 ].
• L2 All Layers -This penalty places an L2 penalty on all matrix multiplies in the network (not just the first layer). The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 −2.5 , 10 −1 ].
• L2 Expected Gradients -This penalty penalizes the L2 norm of the vector of global feature attributions,φ i (analogous to how ridge regression penalizes the weight vector in linear models). The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [10 −3 , 10 −1.5 ].
• Dropout -This penalty "drops out" a fraction p of nodes at each training batch, but uses all nodes at test time. The optimal regularization range was found to be λ ∈ [0, 0.1] ∪ [0.725, 0.775].
• Baseline (Unregularized) -Our baseline model used no regularization.
The Sparse Attribution Prior, Sparse Group Lasso, L1 (All Layers), and Baseline penalties were presented in the main text.
Hyperparameter tuning:
There was one free parameter to tune for all methods other than the unregularized baseline (no tuning parameter) and the mixed L1/Sparse Attribution Prior model (two parameters -L1 and attribution penalty). We searched all L1 and attribution prior penalties with 130 points sampled on a log scale over (10 −10 , 10 3 ]. We tuned the dropout probability with 130 points linearly spaced over (0, 1]. The mixed L1/Sparse Attribution Prior model was tuned in a 2D grid, with 11 L1 penalties sampled on a log scale over [10 −7 , 10 3 ] and 11 attribution prior penalties sampled on a log scale over [10 −10 , 10 0 ].
Some penalties, including the sparse attribution prior, mixed, and sparse group lasso penalties, produced NaN outputs for certain regularization settings. We retried several times when NaNs occurred, but if the problem persisted after multiple restarts, the parameter search was truncated and did not search farther out.
We trained 130 models of each type within the "fine" range of penalty strengths determined to be optimal in the "coarse" initial search to illustrate the sparsity/performance tradeoff controlled by regularization strength.
Results (Full Data)
Performance vs Sparsity Plot: Performance (area under an ROC curve, AUC-ROC) was plotted as a function of sparsity (Gini coefficient) for all models. Figure 14 shows sparsity and validation performance for the coarse initial parameter sweep, as well as sparsity and test performance for the fine sweep for all models. The third image in the figure is a zoomed version to provide more detail on the best-performing models. The three model classes shown in the main text were those that were capable of both high accuracy and high sparsity; none of the other models outperformed L1, SGL, or sparse attribution prior models in terms of ROC-AUC, and most were substantially less sparse.
Feature Importance Distribution Plot: The distribution of feature importances was plotted in the main text as a Lorenz curve: for each model, the features were sorted by global attribution valueφ i , and the cumulative normalized value of the lowest q features was plotted, from 0 at q = 0 to 1 at q = p. A lower area under the curve indicates more features have relatively small attribution values, indicating the model is sparser.
Feature Importance Summary: We also show summaries of the attributions for the top 20 features in each model in Figure 15 . Each row shows the distribution of attributions for a given feature in a given model across the entire training set. The color indicates the value of the feature; for example, red dots to the left in the "age" row indicates that high age reduces probability of survival at ten years. The sparse attribution prior places substantially less weight than other models on features that are not in the top 6 by importance.
Small-Data Experiments
The small-data experiments used small subsamples of the training and validation sets to test ability of sparse models to learn with limited data. The data description and data processing were identical to the larger-data experiments, except that the train/validation/test split was 100/100/2500. 10 datasets were created using random subsets of the training and validation sets. Models and architectures were identical to the larger-data experiments, but the batch size was the entire dataset (100 points), and only 20 epochs/batches were run (increasing to 100 epochs/batches did not improve performance of Blue hashes at top of each plot indicate the 10 points with lowest loss, and highest gini coefficient, in the respective columnns. The areas with lowest log-loss were used to determine the range of fine parameters to sweep for the final result.
unregularized models). The best-performing models from the larger-data experiment were tested, including Sparse Attribution Prior, Sparse Group Lasso, L1 (All Layers), and Baseline penalties. Hyperparameters were tuned over the same log scales as in the larger-data experiment, but were not fine-tuned across a smaller range. Because the small-data models could be trained faster, we continued the parameter search if repeated NaNs occurred, skipping a parameter setting if NaNs occurred on 10 random restarts. The best hyperparameters for each model on a given dataset were selected using validation data, and 100 new models were trained with these parameters. The top 10 resulting models (by validation error) were evaluated on the full test data to yield final results. Differences in performance were evaluated using a paired-samples T -test. Note that SGL and L1 are somewhat sparser than unregularized models, but the sparse attribution prior assigns dramatically less importance to all but the top few features.
